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LIBERATOR GIN

Liberator  Gin is named after the B-24 Liberator heavy bomber to honor 

both America’s and especially Detroit’s proud manufacturing history during 

World War II.  Rifino Valentine has a mission:  bring back American excep-

tionalism.  Valentine Distilling’s goal is threefold: to create quality over and 

over, each and every day;  to source its ingredients as close by as possible;  

and to make internationally acclaimed products, recapturing the world-class 

status of  “Made in America.”

THE PROCESS
Making gin is a painstaking process that needs to be adjusted on a daily basis, 

taking into account the differences that weather, season, and humidity have 

on steeping and distilling botanicals.  What works in the dry and cold hours 

of  winter needs to be adjusted in humid heat of  summer to produce Libera-

tor Old Tom with consistent perfection year round.

Valentine Distilling sources a 96% premium neutral ethanol for the base to 

insure a perfectly clean distillate as the canvass on which the botanicals are 

highlighted.  This neutral grain ethanol is filtered through an activated carbon 

made from coconut shells and then will be used for steeping the botanicals.  

What’s the reason for the extra step of  filtration?  Without a perfect base for 

the gin, the distiller will never be able to highlight the botanicals to their peak 

expression.

Botanicals:  Juniper, coriander, cardamom, cinnamon, bitter orange, grains 

of  paradise, and licorice root (green).  Valentine Distilling uses three botani-

cal suppliers for Liberator Gin, primarily because the world’s best junipers 

come from three distinct regions of  Europe, and have for centuries.     

Small additions of  concentrated cinnamon distiallate are added to select 

barrels for blending. 

Extra Steps:  The cardamom seeds get rinsed thoroughly to remove all dust 

and then steeped in water to leach out any bitterness.  The same process is 

repeated for the dry cinnamon and licorice to maximize their pure expres-

sion. 
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